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Chapter 6
FORMATION OF COMPETitm
ad va n ta g e s  and  use ? pT,Ve 
INNOVATIONS BY Rik .v̂ F 
IN THE CONTEXT eS pEa *ENT,TIES 
INTEGRATION UKUpEAN

Danylchuk Hanna
Ph D in Economics, Senior Lecturer, 
Department o f  Modeling Economics and 
Business
Kibalnyk Liubov
Doctor o f  Economic Sciences, Professor 
Department o f  Modeling Economics and 
Business
Serdiuk Olexander
Ph D in Economics, Senior Lecturer, 
Department o f  Mathematics 
C herkasy Bohdan Khmelnytskyi National 
University
(Cherkasy, Ukraine)

m o d e l in g  o f  
in t e g r a t io n  
p r o c e s s e s  o f
UKRAINE TO EU 
USING RANDOM 
MATRIX THEORY

Integration processes in the global economy cause the search of new 
approaches to the development of economy. Integration processes give 
new opportunities to the UE member states.

Ukraine has chosen the course on European integration determining 
11 as a priority in its foreign economic activity. The prospect of joining 
[he EU can have a powerful effect on all the processes (economic, 
Political, social, etc.) taking place in the country.

I he multifaceted problem of European integration of Ukraine has 
een a subject and object of regular scientific research of national 

scientists. At the same time, there is a need to continue the scientific 
development of the mentioned scientific issues in the context of new 
aetors affecting these processes, both in Ukraine and abroad.

,n modem conditions, one of the efficient forms of functioning
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is the implementation of rational and efficient foreign 
national economy has cleariy determined the vector of its
economic policy- focus Qn deep and comprehensive integration with 

development a" ac(ivUy pUys a leading role in foreign economic 

r  I f  Ukraine having an influence on the development of 

pohCyr  ,'nn the increase of resource productivity, the growth of 

SPT cd o an capacity, and the satisfaction o f the need in those articles, the 

production of which is extremely ineffective or impossible in the

C°UThI export orientation of the domestic economy (over the past ten 

years the share of exports in our country's GDP ranged from 40  to 60%) 

is one of the most important ways o f its development. A wide range of 

prospects for foreign trade cooperation with the EU countries that have 

opened for our country as a result of accelerating the pace o f European 

integration, signing landmark documents between Ukraine and the EU, 

Ukraine's unilateral trade preferences o f the EU, and the consequences 

of these processes, have stipulated the need for this study.
Foreign trade significantly influences the dynamics of GDP. The 

export-import activity of the state has a positive impact on GDP growth 
under the conditions of high productivity and competitiveness of 

national products. A common and widely used method for assessing the 

foreign trade of the country is the statistical analysis o f trade balance: 
the analysis of its individual indicator dynamics, particularly, the 
commodity structure, the use of averages (for example, the volume and 
rate of goods and services export growth), absolute and relative values, 
the use of chain substitution method. At the same time, we point out that 
special methods of economic mathematical modeling, which would 
enable predictable calculations, are not practically used in the research 
studies on the country's trade balance. The topicality of the research is 
stipulated by the use of these methods to study trade balance.

n tie paper, economic data are analyzed using tools of random 
n ',X * eory- Parameters calculated on the basis o f input data are 

statinnaStatl° nar^ ’ S*nce they allow to obtain numerical estimates of a 

analVsisryre?l!em'i.In ° rder to increase the informative character of 

consequence^itc1 C Ia,gonthrn of moving window was used. The 

a specific inri . * appllcatlon is the derived numerical row of change in 

analyze this chan ^  ca*culated Por each window. The next step is to

about the economic syst ^  opportunity to 8 et new informatl°n

studying the statistical properties of matrices with
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. nl random elements (random matrices) originates from 
ifidcpcH ics 2]. The task from which the development of random 
"ULkl,rtheory (RMT) began, was to determine the energy levels of 

nuclei, which could not be done with the existing theories at 
°"'uiTie. Scientists have argued that the Hamiltonian, which describes 
f'.'vv nuclei, can be presented with some matrix H„ with independent 
uulom elements constructed on the basis o f probabilistic distributions 

p1,1 Deviations from the universal properties o f RMT allowed to 
determine system-specific non-random properties that contained 
information about hidden interactions in the system [1].

pUrther application o f RMT methods to analyze the properties o f C„ 
cross-correlation matrices shows that almost 98% o f matrix eigenvalues 
satisfy the condition o f randomness, however, it is found that about 2% 
of the largest eigenvalues deviate from RMT, and therefore their 
analysis allows obtaining specific information for the analyzed system

PI-
The first attempts to apply random matrix theory for the analysis o f 

economic systems, particularly, stock and currency markets, were the 
works of Y. Stanley, V. Plerou, B. Rosenow, and others [4]. Further 
application of random matrix theory consisted in the study o f specific 
properties of complex economic systems, such as the management of 
securities portfolio based on risk assessment [5], the study o f cross
correlation dynamics [6, 7], the use o f random matrix ensembles for the 
study of economic systems [8], the evaluation of information that can be 
obtained by analyzing eigenvalues and eigenvectors o f the cross
correlation matrix [9], the collective behaviour of agents o f a complex 
economic system [10].

To obtain information from time series that can be interpreted, the 
lnput data are converted and presented as a tree (graph). In the 
connected graph with the taken distances between all the vertices found,J e m'nimum spanning tree (MST) has an n-1 edge and the smallest 

n̂gth from the lengths of all spanning trees, based on the sum of the 
1 f u 11068 between two points. Hierarchical tree is obtained on the basis 
i ST and corresponding matrix o f distances. Minimal spanning tree 

ass assoc*ated hierarchic tree show the cluster existence of any market 
SC.t|’ l*lat are ° f  great economic significance.

Ill n  n̂ternat*onal Trade Center website provides annual statistics 
’ ‘ 2j having been loaded since 2001, for the data o f exports volume 

Prodif6* ° ^ 00tk-hi general, the website provides statistics for 99 export 
groups. However, considering the fact that Ukraine has a small
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i .me in many commodily groups, we suppose significant data 
ofonlyseiected 27 groups. At the same, according to the results, oneexport
"  musical instruments) was deleted because of the lack of 
gI^ P.eL  data even in such short time senes. Thus, a total of 26 groups 
Sf ods exported by Ukraine and European countnes were analyzed.

In table 6.1 in column 1, the short name of the group of exported 
goods is given. Column 2 shows the approximate cross-correlation 
value which has the maximum distribution of the probability of cross
correlation coefficients. We note that in columns 1, 2 and 4, value was 
evaluated visually, since the small shift in the distribution of the 
probability of cross-correlation coefficients in comparison with the 
probability distribution for a matrix derived from the mixed data, means 
practical absence of useful information obtained by the chosen methods. 
We consider the results, for which the value of the cross-correlation for 
the maximum of probability distribution is greater than 0.4, to be 
significant.

Column 3 shows indexes that indicate whether the maximum is 
exceeded, what it precedes, and the minimum eigenvalues of the cross- 
correlation matrix beyond the boundaries of the random region. In the 
case where the corresponding value goes beyond the scope of the 
random field, the table uses the «+» mark, otherwise, the «-» mark is 
used.

Column 4 shows the approximate value of the distance of Ukraine to 
the nearest country in the hierarchical tree. This value was evaluated 
visually, as it was previously indicated. We consider only those groups 
of goods to be essential, for which the value of distance is received not 
more than 0.8 obtained for values of cross-correlation greater than 0.68. 
In other words, there is a close correlation between the dynamics of 
Ukraine and corresponding country being more than +0.68.

On the basis of the correlation analysis (using the minimum spanning 
g o o d s '011*031 treeS ’̂ we identified 2 large groups of the exported

• . 8foup includes the following goods: products of the mill
table M ail‘mal ant* vegetable fats, footwear, glass and articles, cars (in 
backgro’ . e _e ^menls of this group are in italics on the light-grey 
correlation . ° 6 Cê '  In ^ is  group, the distribution of cross
ly the bias 1Clcnfs *n cross-correlation matrix is characterized 
cross-correlafioJnPOSIr^e reK‘0n; tbe max‘mum distribution value is the 
rather close ton C°effic,ent be>ng close to 0.5-0.6, which indicates a 

average) link between the dynamics of exports of the
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specified goods for different countnes, in general; and the distance in 
the minimum spanning and hierarchical trees between Ukraine and the 
nearest European countnes is from 0.8 to 0.5. We stress that in many 
minimal spanning trees for the given groups of goods, Ukraine is in the 
same cluster with powerful European countries, such as Germany, Great 
Britain, Italy, etc. (fig. 6.1). It shows similar dynamics between the 
exports of the respective groups of goods of our country and the 
mentioned countries o f  Europe. Unfortunately, it is impossible due to 
lack of relevant data to estimate what proportion of goods exported by 
Ukraine, European countries import.

Table 6.1
The investigated indicators based on ITS data and their

approximate values

Goods

Shift in 
distribution 

of
probability 
of cross

correlation 
coefficients

The output of 
eigenvectors,

■̂ max ’ ^max-l ’

Anin , outside
the domain of 
random values

The degree of 
connection 
tightness of 

Ukraine to the 
nearest object in 

the minimal 
spanning and 

hierarchical trees
1 2 3 4

Livestock *0.15 + — *0.9
I meat *0.45 + + + *0.9
food products *0.8 + -  + *0.5
animal 

; products *0.2 + -  + *1.0

mill industry 
products *0.5 + -  + *0.6

animal and
vegetable fa ts *0.5 + -  + ~ 0 .S

sugar and 
-Confectionery *0.3 + -  + *0.8

Jobacco * 0 ___
"'organic
chemistry
products

*0.6 + — *0.45

organic
^‘cmistry
Pfoducu

*0.4 + -  + »  0.6
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T ~ 3
• ' " • • • ' i n f i l l

•1
1

wood and *0.8 +  — + *0.4

paper and its *0.8 +  -  + *0.5

[ Cotton *0.2 +  -  + *1.1
[ Footwear *0.5 +  -  + *0.5

articles m ade 
o f  stone, 
plaster, cem ent

*0.4 +  -  + *0.5

1 glass and  
\ wares

* 0 .(5 +  -  + *0.5

J pearls,
I precious 

stones
*0.3 +  -  + *0.9

iron and steel *0.9 +  -  + *0.15
copper and 
products *0.8 +  -  + *0.5

nickel and 
products

*0.3 +  -  + -

aluminum and 
products -0 .9 +  -  + *0.7
other m etals,

I cermet *0.4 +  -  + *0.5
mechanical
machines *0.9 +  -  + *0.7
electric
machines *0.7 +  -  + *0.6
Cars *0.6 +  -  + *0.6
art products *0.0 —

Source: calculated by authors fo r  [ l  l, 12]

i lc second group includes the following goods: food products, 
derivat'lC C Cm'str^ Pr°ducts, wood and wood products, paper and its 
aluminum  ̂ *r^n’ Stee*’ coPPer and copper products, aluminum and 
the clement Inec^an‘cai and electrical machines (in table 6.1.
this wroun .h T  ? ° Up are in the cells of dark grey background). In 
correlation \  ls,r,bul‘on °f cross-correlation coefficients in cross- 

a nx is characterized by shifting to positive region, the
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a) b)
Figure 6.1. Minimal spanning (a) and hierarchic (b) trees for vehicle 

group (cars)

Source: calculated by authors fo r [11, 12]

maximum value o f distribution is the coefficient of cross-correlation 
from 0 7 to 0.9. It shows an extremely close link (in average) e w 
export dynamics of the mentioned goods for different counmes in 
general. The distance in minimum spannmg W  hierarc ^  
between Ukraine and the nearest European countries is r0™ omallest 

The analysis o f eigenvector components for * e  largest and sm afe . 

eigenvalues of cross-correlation matrix shows t e o which
,f Ukraine is among the original
corresponds to the maximum value of the corresponding to the
it is among the last components of its ow^  ^  and vice versa. If we 
minimum value of the cross-correlation i cross-correlation matrix 
consider that the maximum actual value o c 1(jividUal objects, 
indicates the same general effect of the sys for {he system of
and the minimum -  on the pair o f the most in either follows the
countries, then Ukraine in these groups ot g affects the market,
general dynamics o f the market, or, m some Ikraine and other objects 
which in both cases indicates the symbiosis o
(,f die market (system). ^^nments of eigenvector

fable 6.2 shows the first 15 comp cross-Correlation
corresponding to the maximum eigenva . . try)) and <<iron an
matrices obtained for «products of inorganic c ^   ̂ and 5 P att‘*
sleel» groups of products. Ukraine occ P se t0 changes in
respectively; it shows rather high country s
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Table 6.2
Some components of eigenvector corresponding to maximum 
3 „ ^c « .rn rre la tio n  matrix of some goods groupscigenva

Component
no.

IU L  H I

Country
symbol

«Inorganic
chemistry 

eoods» group

Component
no.

Country
symbol

«Iron and 
steel» group

1 Pol 0.22872 1 Cze 0.1801
2 Lit 0.22872 2 Fra 0.18005
3 Hun 0.22425 3 Ger 0.18004
4 Bel 0.22162 4 Spa 0.17958
5 Ger 0.21981 5 Ukr 0.17914
6 Ukr 0.21952 6 Ita 0.179
7 Aus 0.21782 7 Swi 0.17821
8 Ita 0.20764 8 Bel 0.17629
9 Spa 0.20629 9 Por 0.17609
10 Fin 0.20245 10 Slv 0.17603
11 Swe 0.19783 11 Bui 0.17567
12 Swi 0.19549 12 Net 0.17549
13 Rom 0.19325 13 Den 0.17503
14 Cze 0.19171 14 Nor 0.17467
15 Fra 0.18916 15 Cro 0.17448

Source: calculated by authors fo r [11, 12]

system of goods turnover for these groups in Europe. It may point out 
the close connection of our country and Europe according to the 
specified and some other groups of goods.

Instead, the analysis of the first components of eigenvectors 
corresponding to the smallest eigenvalues of the cross-correlation 
ma rices obtained for «wood and wood products)) and «paper and its
simnr gr°UpS of goods on|y confirms the thesis that Ukraine is a 
supplier of raw materials and goods of primary processing.
countnVc n! ,Cr lntares*'n8 observation that Ukraine is among the 

location in *1-1*7  * e(.main suppliers o f the relevant group due to its 
inorganic ^hemis^rv ~ di*  groups. For example, for
Poland. f o r r ?  7a P™ducts. Ukraine is in the same cluster with 
with Hungary ° , a^ ) pr°î ucts fr°m it - with Austria, for iron and steel - 
center of a sun-ir̂ f0 iZCCh ^ePu *̂'c’ and even more -  Ukraine is the 

Q ^ 2 T , 2 t  lhis o f goods, 

possible to d e itw  PPncation of random matrix theory made it 
ne the p,ace o f Ukraine in separate clusters for
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certain groups of goods, as well as to find out the fact that Ukr • 
cither operates within the general dynamics of the relevant market T  
affects individual markets m some way in these groups of goods’ It 
shows the close connection o f our country with other subjects of the 
European region.

According to the study results o f ITC database, we can make a 
conclusion that the main share in Ukraine's foreign trade activities with 
the countries o f Europe is taken by such groups of products as mill 
products, animal and vegetable fats, footwear, glass and its articles. At 
the same time, Ukraine is an important subject of the European market 
for inorganic chemistry products, wood and its products, paper and its 
derivatives, iron, steel, copper, aluminum, etc.

We consider that in modem conditions, it is expedient for Ukraine to 
transfer from the export o f raw materials and products of primary 
processing to the production and supply o f the results of manufacturing 
industry, i.e. finished goods, to the European market. Finished goods, in 
their turn, contain a larger share o f added value, and, therefore, can 
provide an increase in revenues to the state budget at the expense of 
exports, growth o f volumes and value of GDP. At the same time, it will 
help to create additional job positions in the domestic labour market and 
increase the incomes o f the population.
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INNOVATIONAL 
ACTIVITY DEVELOPMENT 
OF PERSONNEL OF 
INDUSTRIAL
ENTERPRISES UNDER THE 
CONDITIONS OF 
EUROPEAN INTEGRATION

straO'av\USt̂ a enterPr*se counts on staff by choosing a development 
processes °D mnovat‘on *n tbe context of European integration 
advanced kno °r^Ver’ ^  availability of employees with the most 
financial ^ comb‘ned with a sufficient level of
*he qualification of 3fhand te£hmcal resources does not guarantee that
innovative development of the ,Wl11. be effective»y involved in the
is not the dominant .u . enterPrise. However, innovation activity 
for which innovation “f e S  OljemP,0yees even in some enterprises 

The objects of inn ,.pnnc'Pal activity [I], 
production and technl™!™ ?C,ivi,y «  enterprise are: means of 
their quality; human °*5lcay 5rocessesi manufactured products and 
Personal background- « • , develoPment of creative and active 
°f workforce; organizational ‘nc*ud'n£ changes in the behavior
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